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ABSTRACT

An amplifier circuit (10) is provided. The amplifier (10) includes an amplifier stage (14) coupled to an output stage (18). Output stage (18) comprises a sourcing circuit (20) and a sinking circuit (22). The current in sinking circuit (22) is approximately mirrored at low current in mirror circuit (34). At higher currents, resistor (36) maintains the current in mirror circuit (34) below the current in sinking circuit (22). A diode (38) diverts current to mirror circuit (34) to aid sinking circuit (22) in sinking current from a load (12). A current source (29) supplies current to sourcing circuit (20) and mirror circuit (34). A control signal output by amplifier stage (14) causes mirror circuit (34) to draw or not draw current from current source (29). If mirror circuit (34) draws current from current source (29), output stage (18) sinks current in sinking circuit (22). If mirror circuit (34) does not draw current from current source (29), output stage (18) sources current through sourcing circuit (20).
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